
TAKE 
BETTER DECISIONS



Optimized
Teams

Empower yourself with access to current, 
comprehensive, validated and coherent 
information. Your employees can now devote 
their time and knowledge to high value-added 

activities not data wrangling.

Optimized
Governance

mymetrix.cloud offers a single, integrated 
version of your data. We run it, monitor it and 
support it in a secure cloud environment. No 
more issues with the durability of your 

applications.

Optimized
Finances

mymetrix.cloud gives you access to a 
state-of-the-art data infrastructure, with no 
integration costs, via an OPEX subscription that 

can be cancelled at any time.

mymetrix.cloud gives SME leaders access to 
the kind of state-of-the-art tools that are used in 
large corporations. With these tools, you can 
now improve your management process 
efficiency, accurately measure and analyze real 
data and build forecasts and budgets with more 
precision for your finance, accounting, sales, 
marketing and operational activities.

Five steps that will change the way
you interact with your data

Who are we?

Put your data to work
to help your company grow

Wherever you are and whatever 
platform you use, your data is 
always accessible.

Accessible
Your data is useable via a custo-
mized interactive dashboard.

Available
Your data is securely stored, 
hosted in the Microsoft Azure 
Cloud. 

Secure

mymetrix.cloud is the product of experience 
acquired over the years by our team members in 
the creation of innovative, scalable business 
solutions that we have deployed for many clients. 

Don’t want to take any risks? Have a restricted 
budget? Entrust us with your needs, and we’ll 
deliver the solution that suits you best.

Analysis
5 to 10 days

Monitoring
Ongoing

Agreement
5 to 10 days

Deployment
1 to 3 days

Integration
15 to 30 days

What do 
users think?
Given the volume of raw data that we needed to 
process, preparing our weekly KPI reports for 
management was both burdensome and 
time-consuming. The application allowed us to 
automate the production of these reports while 
eliminating the need for a senior analyst who would 
be wasting time on low-level data handling tasks. 

Patrick Couch
Director, Programmatic Audio Strategy 
and Operations

Having our complex, unique data environment 
managed for us for a fixed monthly price frees us 
from financial risks. They rose to the challenge! 
Congratulations to the team!

Michel Cervellin
IT Director

We were looking for a provider that could automate 
the production process of our monthly commission 
report. mymetrix.cloud’s turnkey approach allowed 
us to focus on user needs while minimizing our 
dependence on the IT department. The 
mymetrix.cloud solutions are managed by a 
competent team committed to the quality and 
sustainability of their applications. 

Gaétan Toupin
VP Finance



Mymetrix.cloud can grow 
along with your business

Startup package SME package Entreprise package
5 users maximum

Weekly updates

1 to 2 data sources

5 KPIs

Monitoring included

Phone support included

From From From

5 000 $ /month2 500 $ /month1 000 $ /month

20 users maximum

Daily updates

3 to 5 data sources

15 KPIs

Monitoring included

Phone support included

35 users or more

Daily updates

6 or more data sources

Unlimited KPIs

Monitoring included

Phone support included

 514-319-1653

info@mymetrix.cloud


